
“Hetherington is…a witty, cosmopolitan but never affected writer, with a 
meticulous ear and an intellect matched to his technical skills. Six Different 
Windows is one the finest collections of poetry this year.”—PETER PIERCE, 
The Age

“[T]he writing is at once simple and complex, beautiful and disturbing. These 
are poems to sink into, poems that are carefully crafted, born through 
experience and observation/intelligence, poems that deserve rereading and 
contemplation.”—ROBYN CADWALLADER, Verity La

“This is poetry of glowing sensuality, of urgent narrative pace, of tact in its 
exploration of intimate experience. Hetherington is an important poet with 
a growing national and international reputation, and this is some of his most 
accomplished work.”—SHIRLEY WALKER, Australian Book Review

“It is the sense of working for and with the whole poem…that marks 
Hetherington off from many other poets of his generation.”—VIVIAN 
SMITH, Southerly

“This accomplished volume is the kind of poetry which will provoke thought 
on all those shared human experiences that matter.”—ROD MORAN, The 
West Australian

“…his style is similarly lucid in voice, diction and image. This felicitous 
combination gives his poems the feel of poise, intelligence, grace and 
finish.”—PAUL KANE, Australian Book Review

“…Hetherington’s skill as a poet furnishes him with the tools to allow the 
reader a rich engagement …”—JOHN MATEER, The Canberra Times

“Paul Hetherington’s poems conjure the power of words, not just in the way 
he uses them, but in the way he invokes the visceral nature of language, the 
sheer gutsiness of writing.”—TOM GRIFFITHS

“Hetherington’s writing is immaculate; he finds the hidden nuances at the 
core of each person…A beautiful piece of writing, to savour.”—GLENDA 
GUEST, Muse

“Imaginative depth, crystallised moments, and finely conceived metaphors 
make this…an enchanting read.”—MERLE GOLDSMITH, Island
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For my father,

Robert (Bob) Hetherington (1923–2015)

“…deep shining ochres, burnt umber and parchments of baked earth—reflecting on 

itself and through itself, filtering the light.”

—Tom Stoppard, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead

“And then you are a studied brightness of thought.

You stumble, and are a gathering of question marks,

like a flotilla of boats, a penned group of deer;

you are a questing adventure and a dark full-stop,

an earthly angel bodied out by doubt.

Your shyness is a continuing joust with yourself

hardly mediated by those you know;

you’re a dancer who unlearned his early steps,

a lyric performer whose lyre would not sing out.”

“…all ekphrasis is notional, and seeks to create a specific image that is to be found only 

in the text as its ‘resident alien,’ and is to be found nowhere else.”

 —WJT Mitchell, Picture Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation
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Pictures at an exhibition 1
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3

Painting 1: Burnt Umber

The clock blanks, and blanks again.
Paintings step from walls,
moving into the room.
Ticking stops; paint spreads
like a bordello’s red light.
I’m part of a scene
where a man in bowler hat
pats a green dog.
There’s a turquoise mist,
a slug on a window
and barking as the man nods “hello”.
I look back towards the bedroom—
it could be my wife
but the image is blurred.
The painting flattens me.
The slug trails slime;
the dog drags at my trouser leg
and is turning blue.
A burnt umber grin eats its mouth.
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His face might be frowning
or briefly possessed
by spasms of knowledge,
his arms akimbo
like a tightrope exotic
wheeling past crowds.
There’s an asphalt road
reaching toward
a knot in the hills—
five children climb
to a mosque or small church.
A gunship is circling.
A splash of black paint
explodes in a cornfield.
There’s no goodly view
to throw this scene
into stable perspective.
A man near a shop
faces the wall
with white, skewered arms.

Painting 2: Gunship
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You have known
this brick-and-wood town—
buildings are squat;
windows sit high
near the brow of cafe;
the street climbs
into eels of thin light;
there’s a small figure
in yellow and blue.
Three ghostly others
carouse in swirls
of pallor, brown.
I’ve lived there, too,
in a life not revealed—
crossing this street
in a different year,
looking for you—
your green scarf and coat
and quick, seeking gait—
but found only absence
as if, after all,
the place was just paint,
as if in departure
you stepped into pigments
the painter forgot.

Painting 3: Town
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This painting’s my doppelgänger,
stealing what I thought was mine alone.
Eerily, it knows me like a brother,
scooping lymph and blood
with palette knife and brushes,
bringing into view
instances that never have cohered.
The painter scraped at surfaces to yield
a peeled, tender consciousness
permeating unframed dimensions
more surely than I walk about this room
(all clean lines and depth;
all composition and achieved perspective).
In the painting I am scattered,
settling nowhere, recollection skewed
like light skittering from a broken globe.

Painting 4: Doppelgänger
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Six magpies
wait, backs to the viewer—
wild rhythms of creatures
in close-seated parlay
watching dense light
and rivers express
an ancient, encoded
flex and spin.
The painting sees them
black-hued and glossy,
looking like hussars
in the old glory days.

Painting 5: Magpies
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A hundred eyes
examine me like an insect,
red and yellow like fear.
What walks about me
in dirty boots, holding my ideas
ridiculous? Whose face
visits restless nights,
threatening to blank my dreams—
a near-perfect oval and no-colour;
obliteration like a smile?
The painting becomes a murder
of Aztec nobility in the Temple
and time droning
through aeons of absence,
away from a ripe papaya
lined with a hundred black eyes,
delicate and full as prayer.
The painting folds back into wind.
Brushes, palette knife,
insouciant pigments
vanish into drawers;
the painting becomes the green
of your scarf,
its future tucked
out of sight. It nods
and a hundred eyes blink.
There is nowhere
that doesn’t watch me.

Painting 6: Eyes
for BL
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Harum-scarum
a girl runs through the wood
and the painting embraces her form,
sucking it into canvas and white ground
as if to absorb every colour
of hair, cloak, decorated bonnet;
as if to hold her name, in secret.

“Annabel” proclaims the painting
“in the Wild Wood”, but her true name lives
in some guttural sound
that speaks ancient knowledge
against inflections
of time and society.
She knows herself
sliding between shadows
saying “earth” and “escape”
as if calling her sisters.
The painting breathes her,
draping furniture with wildness,
a horned creature
among evening’s clamour.

Painting 7: Running Girl
for RT
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It is not used to me.
I grasp clenched sides
and fingers encounter
stiff-backed resistance.
I stare at the surface—
all mottled, dark hues.
Figures have vanished
since yesterday morning;
silence has varnished
every untoward claim
they made on my house.
But a colour sits up
like a boy at the edge
of a roseate dam
and black ducks go skywards.
The boy’s lying
on a crumble-edged bank
where water sucks clay
like a wet kind of smoke.
His shirt is the blue
of a delicate vein
at the top of a thigh
and when he stands tall
the blood of his hair
in the day’s afterglow
is arterial.

Painting 8: Bank
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Because the painting never sleeps;
because it faces the hallway
and its images
are always sneaking into the house;
because it leaves a scent
of mint and coriander;
because it’s always on the verge of speaking
but never mouths a word,
and despite this, is replete
with gnomic utterance;
because it’s protean and colludes
with the rhythms of hours and seasons
and seems a little shamefaced every morning;
because it’s unmannered
yet full of its own postures
like nine circus performers
claiming attention at once;
because it’s sometimes funny
but also an elegy
for lost, unnameable things;
I have sometimes wondered,
when insomniac in bed,
what the hallway hears.

Painting 9: Postures
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The model has gone,
stepping out of paint,
gathering her robes.
The floor where they lay
is a luminous patch
of scrubbed, bare boards—
sun trails fingers,
searching for soft
and slippery satin
but finds only dust motes
that can’t be held.
The picture gazes
in acute dismay
like a face without nose,
for she was its feature,
undressed and bathing—
like an ancient nymph
but with new attitude.
I hold her in thought
walking through woodland,
dressed, unwatched.

Painting 10: Dismay
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